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Walk on wood

You can feel it. Solid wood under your feet is a sensual pleasure. Pleasing to the eye, karmic to the soul and naturally warm to the touch.
It adds authentic texture and design to any room. The reassuringly deep sound underfoot when you walk across the floor is just right,
and even after the smell of cut wood has worn off, the air remains fresher. A Junckers floor lets you get on with your life exactly the way
you wish because good design is as easy to live with as it is to look at. People thrive on solid wooden floors.

The floor is the first piece of furniture
1930

The floor links the architecture with the interior and
sets the basic atmosphere in a room. All other design
elements are influenced by it. Real quality and beauty
in the floor will enhance the entire space, whereas
inferior flooring creates a dull atmosphere that no
furniture or interior style can make good.

Junckers 2 strip flooring boards
make a very stable and durable
floor, ideal for busy families or
high traffic areas.

I use Junckers solid hardwood floors to create
spaces that are exceptional in the way they look,
feel and sound. With my contemporary colours and
surfaces, they successfully fuse the durable charm of
solid, living wood with virtually unlimited design
freedom for the customers. They are creative classics.
Combining your individual choice of selected
hardwood, surface, finish and colour, the floor
becomes a playful design element in its own right. In
my experience, these floors can improve any interior
space. Often they create magic.
Properly cared for a Junckers floor is likely to last a
lifetime and more. Yet, in case your idea of style is a
little more transient, you’ll be pleased to know that
you can sand down and restyle your
Junckers floor again and again. Real quality
simply never goes out of fashion.
Mads Arlien-Søborg
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Mads Arlien-Søborg
Trend expert

“These floors represent something entirely
new. They pick up on the growing demand
for individual choice and expression.
Here’s a floor that customers can design
for themselves to support a design idea
or completely transform an atmosphere.
It is important to me that the natural
wood is ever-present as well as the
exclusive feel of a Junckers floor. It looks
expensive and I don’t want to change that.”
Mads Arlien-Søborg is one of the most
influential trend experts in Denmark and
the creative mind behind Junckers Design
Collection.
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Our floors are made for life - real life to look beautiful through generations of daily use
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There is no substitute for quality

This has been our premise since Junckers began producing
solid hardwood floors some 80 years ago, and still is. Our
floors are made for life - real life - to look beautiful through
generations of daily use. The manufacturing techniques we
employ have been refined through decades and are
synonymous only with Junckers.
From raw material to finished floor, we carry out dozens of
quality controls, and each of our finished floors bears the
hallmarks of remarkable craftsmanship. To our customers
this means extraordinary floor stability, unconstrained design
freedom, excellent sound management options, flawless
finishes, and last but not least, an investment that will add
tangible and lasting value to any building.
Every flooring project, big or small, is important to us, and
we continually evaluate our products and processes, in
order to stay at the forefront of flooring solutions that meet
the wide-ranging and varying demands of different building
projects. We are always pleased to share our long
experience and technical knowledge with our customers,
from floor design to aftercare.
Since we were founded, we have supplied more than 100
million m2 of solid wooden flooring to all corners of the
world. Most of these floors are still in place, continuing to
bring pleasure and satisfaction to their users. But above all,
we are pleased to be part of the exceptional design in the
homes and offices of people with a taste for quality,
individuality and flair.

Junckers is chain of custody certified according to both timber certification schemes
PEFC and FSC. We cooperate actively with our local partners and international
organisations to preserve our valuable forests for future generations.

More use, less waste, mindful forestry
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Mindful forestry and production

Flemming Juncker, the founder of Junckers, was a forester.
When he started the production of 2 strip floors in the 1930s,
he tried to utilise the parts of the hardwood trees which were
then only used as firewood. This resulted in a more profitable
utilisation of the wood resources and thus gave the forest
owners a better financial basis for replanting and maintaining
their forests.
Through the better utilisation of the wood resources
Flemming Juncker contributed to making forestry viable,
and this is still Junckers’ philosophy. In the regions where we
source our wood, new trees are planted to such an extent
that the total forest area grows each year. This and the fact
that the existing forests are thriving is living proof that they
are well managed.
Junckers’ manufacturing process uses 100% of the wood.
By-products such as bark, chippings and sawdust are used
to fuel the on-site power plant providing electrical power and
steam for use in the production of our flooring in Koege. The
actual amount of energy produced is more than is needed in
the factory and we therefore supply the excess electricity to
the Danish national grid.

People thrive on solid
ALLERGY FRIENDLY
Junckers lacquered and oiled
floors comply with the demands
of the Danish Indoor Climate
label, and Junckers was the
first manufacturer in Denmark
to achieve this approval from the
Danish Technological Institute.

As a natural living material, solid wooden floors create an ideal indoor climate.
The room temperature will remain even due to the natural heat retention of
wood and unlike carpeting and most laminated floors, static electricity from IT
equipment, TV screens and the like will be minimised due to the non-conducting
composition of real wood.

Free of insecticides
Allergy friendly
Cleans easily

Junckers floors clean up quickly and effectively, either by sweeping, vacuum
cleaning or damp cleaning. With mould spores, dust mites and other allergens
short of places to hide, the room will be both cleaner and healthier than with
most other types of flooring. In addition to this, our solid floors are manufactured
without the use of insecticides, such as pentachlorfenol (PCP), formaldehyde or
laminating adhesives. It isn’t hard to see why Junckers floors are considered a
healthy choice for everyone.

A breath of fresh air

wooden floors

Idealbar, Vega Copenhagen
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BLACK OAK HARMONY

Grading classes
No two trees in the forest are the same. Neither are two cuts or two
finished boards. Each plays its own lyrical tune of grains, knots and
colour variations, composed by weather, seasons and forest wildlife
- the very challenge and charm of working with wood. At Junckers you
will find the wood graded into three classes, depending on the character.

JUNCKERS WOOD CHARACTER OPTIONS
Junckers can deliver most floors in a choice of three grades:
CLASSIC
A very even colour and uniform appearance

HARMONY
A natural appearance with more colour
and grain variation

VARIATION
A rustic look with lots of graining
and colour variation

Prefinished from the factory

Junckers floors are normally delivered prefinished with oil or lacquer and are ready for immediate use.
Or you can choose a raw surface if you prefer to treat your floor yourself after installation.

Oil Junckers oiled floors enhance the natural glow of the wood and provide a naturally soft,
authentic surface that is both durable and easy to maintain.

Silk matt lacquer Junckers silk matt lacquered floors enhance the glow of the wood and

provide a strong and highly durable, easy-to-clean surface, suitable for the busy family or high-traffic areas.

Ultramatt lacquer Junckers ultramatt lacquered floors combine a very natural matt appearance
with the highly durable, easy-to-clean surface.

Untreated The raw surface of the wood requires treatment with one of Junckers professional oils
or varnishes before use. Our products are water-based, easy to use and gentle on the environment.
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More use, less waste, mindful forestry

Junckers Collections

The floor is the first piece of furniture in a room. It sets the
basic atmosphere and influences all other design elements.
Real quality and beauty in the floor will lift and enhance the
entire space and with the Junckers floor collections you have
the creative material to make it exceptional.
Junckers’ solid hardwood floors combine nature’s durable
charm with perfect design freedom. Set out in three strong
collections, the following pages are filled with an inspiring
choice of first-class hardwoods, contemporary colours and
multiple state-of-the-art finishes and styles, which you can
combine at will.
The possible combinations are innumerable and if that’s not
enough, our experienced technicians and designers will be
ready to work with you on specific creative ideas. Irrespective
of whether you go with a simple and Nordic style, something
lavishly exotic, or you can’t resist one of our bold and bright
colours, it will be just your floor. No copies.
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OAK NATURAL PEARL
One Hawthorne, San Francisco

NORDIC ASH VARIATION

The Loft 25, New York

Her kan der komme en beskrivelse af træet

Straightforward authenticity, light and
timeless comfort are keys to Junckers
Original Collection of Nordic hardwoods,
beech, ash and oak. These woods blend
into classic interiors with natural ease,
earned through generations of familiar
service. Yet their understated, soft
composure equally serves as a pleasing
complement to the clean lines of modern
architecture. Original Collection floors
are classical and confident, enhancing
any interior style with their unaffected
naturalness.

ORIGINAL

ASH CLASSIC
Bang & Olufsen, Denmark
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Ash has a very fine, light expression with a characteristic grain structure. Over time it attains a golden tone.
Ash grows naturally in mixed wood forests.

ORIGINAL

SYLVAKET - Based on beech Junckers has created a product that has been vacuum stained
to achieve a warm honey brown colour throughout the full thickness of the floor board.

Hotel 11 in Gothenburg, Sweden
Beech SylvaKet 2 strip Harmony, oiled

BEECH VARIATION
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Private house, Singapore

Along with ash and oak, beech is one of Europe's widespread hardwood species spreading from Norway to Spain.
The strength properties of the wood in combination with a uniform structure with yellowish white to reddish sapwod and
red-brown grain pattern provides a light and classic floor.
Private house, Singapore

ORIGINAL

OAK VARIATION
The One @ Furman, USA
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Oak is extremely tough, durable and forgiving, making the wood exceptionally well suited to flooring.
The structure is distinct in golden nuances and ages gracefully to a deeper glow.

the

Original
Collection

Beech

CLASSIC

HARMONY

VARIATION

CLASSIC

HARMONY

VARIATION

CLASSIC

HARMONY

VARIATION

CLASSIC

HARMONY

VARIATION

CLASSIC

HARMONY

VARIATION

CLASSIC

HARMONY

VARIATION

CLASSIC

HARMONY

VARIATION

CLASSIC

HARMONY

VARIATION

One of Junckers’ classic floors.
A beautiful light-coloured timber with a
warm, golden grain pattern.
Width: 129 mm
Thickness: 14/22 mm

Nordic Beech

Nordic Beech has a white toned
finish which adds elegance to the
floor and enhances the beautiful
structure of the wood.
Width: 129 mm
Thickness: 14/22 mm

Beech SylvaKet

Vacuum fumed Beech with a
brownish appearance. SylvaKet is a
shade darker than Oak and can be
sanded without loss of colour.
Width: 129 mm
Thickness: 14/22 mm

Beech SylvaRed

Vacuum stained Beech with a warm,
medium-red appearance. SylvaRed is a
shade brighter than Merbau and can be
sanded without loss of colour.
Width: 129 mm
Thickness: 14/22 mm

Ash

Ash is a light-coloured, elegant timber,
which gradually assumes a warm and
beautiful golden glow.
Width: 129 mm
Thickness: 14/22 mm

Nordic Ash

Nordic Ash has a white toned
finish which adds elegance to the floor
and enhances the beautiful structure
of the wood.
Width: 129 mm
Thickness: 14/22 mm

Oak

Oak is a beautiful, honey
brown timber with an attractive grain
pattern. A modern classic.
Width: 129 mm
Thickness: 14/22 mm

Nordic Oak

Nordic Oak has a white toned
finish which adds elegance to the floor
and enhances the beautiful structure
of the wood.
Width: 129 mm
Thickness: 14/22 mm
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Maple

CLASSIC

VARIATION

Maple has a very uniform and gentle grain
pattern and the natural light colour
gives a very exclusive floor.
Width: 129 mm
Thickness: 22 mm

One Brookly Bridge Park, New York - USA

SYLVARED HARMONY

luxury
the

Collection

Indulge in a world of select woods, sumptuous dark
tones and a through-and-through elegant feel. The
warm and exotic colours will provide unflustered
weight to any space and at the same time, simply
carry the room. White walls and ceilings rise from
the floor, and the sense of spaciousness is certainly
heightened. Give in and enjoy – Luxury Collection
floors are designed to fill your life with luxurious
pleasure and style.

BLACK OAK HARMONY
Hotel, The Setai, 5th Avenue, New York

LUXURY

MIX OF BLACK OAK AND BEECH
BJ's restaurant & Brewhouse, USA
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Douglas Entertainment, Copenhagen

BLACK OAK VARIATION

Black Oak was originally a natural product of the forest - In former days black oak occurred when an oak trunk had rested a few hundred years in
marshland. A natural process turned the wood black. Junckers has recreated the distinct, exclusive expression through a unique full thickness
vacuum dyeing process.

the

luxury
Collection

Merbau

CLASSIC

With its warm, nut brown expression and
great strength, this is an exclusive floor that
will enhance your space for life. The fresh wood
is golden but quickly turns red and darker.
Width: 129 mm
Thickness: 14/22 mm

Black Oak

Black Oak flooring recreates the appearance
of the much sought-after “bog oak” where
ancient oaks preserved beneath peat bogs for
hundreds of years emerged with a similar
“through and through” black colour.
Width: 129 mm
Thickness: 14/22 mm

HARMONY

VARIATION
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MERBAU
CLASSIC
SHIPS DECKING

With its warm, nut brown
expression and great
strength, this is an exclusive
floor that will enhance your
space for life. The fresh wood
is golden but quickly turns
red and darker. Merbau is a
common noble wood type in
South East Asia.

SOUL+COLLECTION REAL SPICYPEPPER
Copenhagen Fashion Fair, Karen Simonsen

In a creative universe where every interior detail and element is carefully selected and serving a purpose, a
specially designed floor will complete the individual design story and amplify the total experience of your
living area or workspace. Delve into the possibilities of new finishes, reflective surfaces, pearl shines, enhanced
textures, bright colours or subtle tones – the naturalness of solid wood remains ever present. Add a twist in
classical surroundings or make a bold statement. But most of all: Give the floor a thought – give it an idea.

DESIGN

OAK GOLDEN PEARL
Pearl is achieved by adding a grey pearl wash with reflective qualities to the surface

Pilgrim shop, Denmark

OAK
SILVER PEARL

AIA Designer Showcase Home Tour, USA
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DESIGN

REFLECTION WILDHAZEL

SOUL+COLLECTION

03
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SOUL+COLLECTION

REAL
HOT SALSA
The Piada Co., Copenhagen

Design with Soul+Collection
REAL

Soul+Collection
SmoothRum
2 strip Beech Variation
Width: 129 mm
Thickness: 14/22 mm
Surface: Ultramatt lacquer
REAL

REFLECTION

REAL

REFLECTION

Soul+Collection
RawSugar
2 strip Beech Variation
Width: 129 mm
Thickness: 14/22 mm
Surface: Ultramatt lacquer

Soul+Collection
WildHazel
2 strip Beech Variation
Width: 129 mm
Thickness: 14/22 mm
Surface: Ultramatt lacquer

Soul+Collection
CrunchyCaramel

REAL

2 strip Beech Variation
Width: 129 mm
Thickness: 14/22 mm
Surface: Ultramatt lacquer

Soul+Collection
SpicyPepper

REAL

2 strip Beech Variation
Width: 129 mm
Thickness: 14/22 mm
Surface: Ultramatt lacquer

Soul+Collection
TenderOlive

REAL

2 strip Beech Variation
Width: 129 mm
Thickness: 14/22 mm
Surface: Ultramatt lacquer

Soul+Collection
DarkCoco

REAL

2 strip Beech Variation
Width: 129 mm
Thickness: 14/22 mm
Surface: Ultramatt lacquer

Soul+Collection
HotSalsa
2 strip Beech Variation
Width: 129 mm
Thickness: 14/22 mm
Surface: Silk matt lacquer

REAL

REFLECTION
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Design with Pearl Collection
Oak Natural Pearl

A pale pearl wash with reflective qualities
enhance the characteristics of the oak.
2 strip Oak Harmony
Width: 129 mm
Thickness: 14/22 mm
Surface: Ultramatt lacquer

Oak Golden Pearl

A medium grey pearl wash with reflective
qualities compliment oak.
2 strip Oak Harmony
Width: 129 mm
Thickness: 14/22 mm
Surface: Ultramatt lacquer

Oak Silver Pearl

A silver grey pearl wash with reflective
qualities to the surface of oak.
2 strip Oak Harmony
Width: 129 mm
Thickness: 14/22 mm
Surface: Ultramatt lacquer

Design your floor
A Junckers floor gives you almost infinite design freedom. And once you have
found the floor type that matches your ideas and style, you need to consider a
number of details: Surface treatment, installation method, underfloor heating,
sound and moisture insulation, and aftercare products. These are small, but
vital details for achieving a floor that will enhance your space and add beauty to
your everyday life, yet be out of your mind.

If you want help, simply ask us

We are dedicated to making every Junckers floor a success. Naturally, you can choose to plan and install your new
floor without us, but you are also welcome to draw our experienced design consultants and technical experts into
your project. The earlier, the better we can assist you in creating an exceptional result in your home or workspace.
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Junckers services

with Junckers

Design Our design and technical staff can guide you through the ranges and possibilities and help you design a
floor that will enhance your space and fit into your style.

Planning Experienced planning will ensure that the floor installation runs smoothly and well integrated within
a new building or refurbishing project.

Specification We can assist you in completing the full order documentation and specification, including
laying instructions and costing.

Installation Junckers floors are delivered punctually and installed according to plan using proprietary, fast and
easy techniques. Fast installation will minimise inconvenience and business downtime.

Aftercare Junckers professional care and cleaning products will bring you long-lasting use and satisfaction from
your floors. We also remain available to assist you with any maintenance questions you might have at a later date.

Textured surface

Junckers’ unique, textured oak floors have an attractive,
distinct surface that is produced via a special hard-brushing
technique developed by Junckers. By removing the softer
sapwood from the upper surface of the wood, the tougher
and darker heartwood is raised, showing off the lively grain
structure in a silky-soft surface.

Textured without colour
Brushed surface without colour is available as untreated,
with a clear oil or lacquer on:

2 strip solid hardwood floors
• 14 mm and 22 mm Oak in Classic, Harmony
and Variation
• 14 mm and 22 mm Ash in Classic, Harmony
and Variation

Junckers Signature Colours

Perhaps you want to tell a specific design story, create an
exact atmosphere, replicate a colour from other interior
design elements - or you may need to observe specific
brand guidelines in your floor design. If so, Junckers is open
to work with you on creating the precise colour that bears
your signature.

H&M Las Vegas - USA

UNDERLINING LINES
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Junckers ships decking

Wood is a living material that changes slightly with the seasons. During summer periods of high humidity, the floorboards will expand a little,
just as they will contract during winter and dryer seasons, leaving small, natural gaps between them. This is the innate natural character of wood.
However, with Junckers Ships Decking System, neoprene strips between the boards will absorb the movements, so that the floor will look the
same all year round. More than that, the visible strips will create a robust, maritime feel and enhance each board for a spectacularly elegant and
harmonious floor, similar to planks.

Junckers bevelled edged flooring

You can also create a more discreet plank impression without the distinct look of ships decking. Junckers bevelled flooring will create elegant, thin
grooves between the floor boards, making the harmonious impression of long, elegant planks.

Nordic Ash Variation

Glued floor

ROBUST SOUND AND FEEL
Junckers floors can be glued down to any base,
including screed and wooden materials, using the
unique and environmentally friendly Junckers
Parquet Glue. Based on silicone, the glue also
serves as a moisture membrane.
A glued floor provides a very robust and solid feel,
reducing the sound underfoot within the room plus it
allows you to lay the floor in creative patterns.

Battens

STRONG INSTALLATION WITH SPACE BELOW
Our 22 mm floors are structurally strong. They can be
nailed to battens and joists, to level out the floor.
This gives plenty of space for pipes, cables,
insulation, underfloor heating and other technical
requirements to be placed underneath the floorboards.

Underfloor heating and 3 ways of installation

Clip System

QUICK, EASY AND SHALLOW IN ELEVATION
Junckers’ unique Clip System makes it possible
to fit a solid floating floor directly onto a screeded or
wooden base, with no need for battens. This laying
method works perfectly with underfloor heating
and is excellent for reducing impact sound into
rooms below.
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Design freedom without pipes and heaters

Underfloor heating is an economical, luxurious and very elegant solution without visible pipes and heaters. It works to
perfection under Junckers floors because, unlike tiles and stone, solid wood is naturally warm and pleasant, whether or
not the heating is on. The result is not only a treat under bare feet, but also a comfortable, even room temperature.
Water-based underfloor heating is generally suited for residential and commercial buildings, while electrical systems are
ideal for minor renovations. The unique Junckers Clip System enables the Junckers floor to be floated over most modern
underfloor heating systems, fitted within a screed subfloor. Alternatively, the underfloor heating system can be placed
between battens or joists with the Junckers boards nailed over the top.

Installing the right underfloor heating

Water-based underfloor heating is generally suited for residential and commercial buildings, while electrical systems are
ideal for smaller renovations. The unique Junckers Clip System enables a Junckers floor to be floated over most modern
underfloor heating systems, fitted within a screed subfloor. Alternatively, the underfloor heating system can be placed
between battens or joists with the Junckers boards nailed over the top.

Junckers accessories

To a perfect floor belongs a perfect finish. Junckers has a wide range of wooden accessories. So the sooner you call a
Junckers consultant into your floor design, the more likely you are to end up with a perfect floor.

The perfect finis
Junckers oils and lacquers

Using Junckers professional oils and lacquers, you can create the exact
look and surface quality that you wish. Use a discreet finish to let the
wood speak for itself or create a distinct look with a surprising colour
or finish. Junckers oil and lacquer products are water-based, easy to
use and produce a professional and durable result. And should you
ever have a change of heart, our solid floors can be sanded again and
again, allowing you to start all over with a fresh design idea.

Junckers daily care

A Junckers floor is easy to clean, thanks to the professional quality
and finish. By sweeping or vacuum cleaning your floor, you will
remove ordinary dust and dirt. If the floor is stained and dirty, damp
cleaning will restore your floor to perfection. To keep your floors looking
stunning and even to grow more beautiful, always use Junckers
professional cleaning and care products, designed to nourish and
treat the wood while you clean.
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CREATING EXCEPTIONAL SPACES

